Lighthouse Cutout Series: Greens Ledge, CT

Supplies needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7-12 sheets 8 ½ X 11” white cardstock (65-67 lb)
Fast drying glue (such as Aleene’s Tacky® Glue)
Scissors
X-Acto® knife or any sharp cutting tool
Cutting mat or cutting board
Tools to score (See General Tip #3)
37 inches black craft string (or black yarn)
26.5 inches white string (or white yarn)
9.5 inches red craft string (or red yarn)

•
•

Black permanent marker (such as “Sharpie® ”)
1 bulletin board pin with a black round ball head

Optional Supplies:
•
•
•
•
•

Copy paper to print the Instructions and/or
Appendix
Various paper clips (See General Tip #5)
Ruler or pencil (See General Tip #6 and #8)
Tape to secure tabs
Toothpicks

General Tips:
1. To avoid frustration, use a good quality, fast drying glue.
2. Cut just inside the solid line for a cleaner looking finished product.
3. Unless directed differently, score all dotted lines before folding. To score a straight line, line up a ruler
then run a dull butter knife or spoon handle over the dotted line. Fold gently. (If you use scissor tips be
extra careful.)
4. If the model isn’t fitting together easily for any reason, leave the project and return to it after a rest
period.
5. Paper clips can make handy clamps to hold pieces in place while glue dries.
6. Pencils and rulers can be finger extenders when you can’t reach to secure a tab.
7. Slot, Section and Tab letters mate together during construction. Connect them when told to do so in the
instructions.
8. Since cutting out the piece may remove the Slot, Section or Tab name, consider using a pencil to lightly
note the name on the back of the piece.
9. Some modelers prefer to cut straight lines with a straight edge (ruler) and X-Acto®. Others prefer
scissors or a paper cutter. Feel free to use what works for you.
10. A word on pointed triangular tabs versus flat topped trapezoid shaped tabs: some like a sharp pointed
tab to slide into a slot. Others feel the point curls too easily and prefer a trapezoid or flat topped tab.
Simply snip off the point if you find it easier.
11. The instructions generally call for cutting out the piece then using the X-Acto® knife to cut the slots.
Some modelers prefer to cut the slots before cutting out the piece. Do what you find easier.
12. Have Fun!
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Instructions:
This 12 page intermediate kit builds a model of
Connecticut's Greens Ledge Lighthouse. The tower
stands 52 feet tall and the model will stand 9 inches
tall. First, gather all supplies and read the General
Tips on page 1 and the Appendix on page 11.
Using a color printer placed on the “Actual Size”
setting (rather than “Fit” or “Shrink Oversized
Pages” setting), print pages 5-11 on white
cardstock. Instructions, found on pages 1-4 and the
Appendix found on page 12 may be printed on copy
paper, cardstock or simply read from your screen
without printing.
 Step 1
Cut the following strings:
• an 8.5” piece of white string for Step 2
• a 9.5” piece of white string for Step 4
• a 9.5” piece of red string for Step 7
• an 8.5” piece of white string for Step 7
• a 22” length of black string for Step 8
• a 15” piece of black string for Step 9.
Set aside the 8.5” piece of white string for Step 6
and the 15” piece of black string for Step 8 .
Prepare the remaining pieces of string in this
manner: Place a chocolate chip sized blob of glue on
your index finger and pull each piece of string
through the glue, rubbing it in with your thumb and
index finger. (Failure to complete this step may
result in droopy railings!) Place on a piece of scrap
paper.

D over each Section E, holding the string in place.
Glue Section F to the top of the piece. Work from
the center around both clockwise and counterclockwise until you have a proper looking “bar”
made from the string. The posts will be straight
up and down when the piece sits flat on your
work surface. Repeatedly check for proper
alignment from several angles as you work.
Optional: Use a toothpick to place the glue.
Set the piece aside to dry.
 Step 3
Cut out the Lantern Room Piece, Lantern Room
Floor Top Piece and Roof Piece from page 8. Cut
the black slot on the Roof Piece. Use an X-Acto®
knife to cut slots S on the Lantern Room Floor
Top Piece.
Curl the Roof Piece into a cone and, using the
gray guideline, glue.
Curl the Lantern Room Piece then glue Tab U
behind Section U. Add small dabs of glue to Tabs
T and secure the Roof Piece to this piece. Slide
Tabs S into Slots S on the Lantern Room Floor
Top Piece and glue or tape the Tabs absolutely
flat to the bottom.
Push the pointed end of the black round headed
bulletin board pin into the tip of the tower roof
and secure with a tiny dot of glue. This will
represent the ventilator ball.
Set this piece aside.

Consider labeling all the cut pieces by step number.
Wash your hands.

 Step 4
Retrieve the 9.5” piece of white string which was
prepared in Step 1.

 Step 2
Cut out the Lantern Room Floor Bottom Piece from
page 8. Cut all three Slots C with the X-Acto® knife.

Cut out the Lower Disk Piece from page 11,
taking care around the long railings. Cut all Slots K
with the X-Acto® knife.

Bend each Section E over Section D with black side
to black side and form a rail post. Don’t glue yet!

Bend each Section E over Section D with black
side to black side and form a rail post. Don’t glue
yet!

Once these preliminary folds are completed, place
the center of the 8.5” prepared white string inside
one Section D & E “elbow,” near the shared fold, to
form the top “bar” of the railing. Glue each Section

Once these preliminary folds are completed,
place the center of the white string inside one
Section D & E “elbow,” near the shared fold, to
form the top “bar” of the railing. Glue each
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Section D over each Section E, holding the string in
place. Glue Section F to the top of the white
piece. Work from the center around both
clockwise and counter-clockwise until you have a
proper looking “bar” made from the string. The
posts will be straight up and down when the piece
sits flat on your work surface. Repeatedly check
for proper alignment from several angles as you
work. Optional: Use a toothpick to help place the
glue.

Set the piece aside to dry.
 Step 5
Cut out the Service Room Wall Piece from page 8
and the Upper Disk Piece from page 6. Cut all
Slots B with the X-Acto® knife.
Curl the Service Room Wall Piece around your
finger, then glue Tab V behind Section V. Tuck
Tabs B into the appropriate Slots B and glue or
tape the tabs absolutely flat to the underside of
the Upper Disk Piece.
 Step 6
Retrieve the Lantern Room Floor Bottom Piece.
Now that the piece is dry, trim the excess string
and reopen any Slots C with tabs across them.
Slide Tabs C on the Service Room Wall/Disk Piece
into Slots C so that the string railing is at the very
top of the piece, sitting like an open bowl on a
pedestal. Glue or tape the tabs absolutely flat.
Retrieve the Lantern Roof Floor Top/Lantern
Room/Roof Piece and mate the two round
Lantern Roof Floor Pieces together so that the
lantern room is nestled into the railing. Glue and
set aside.
 Step 7
Cut out the Tower Piece from page 5. Gently curl
the piece then glue Tab A behind Section A.
Retrieve the 9.5” piece of red string from Step 1.
Run a thin line of glue along line separating the
red part of the tower from the white part of the
tower. Apply the red string here to help simulate
the cast iron plates of this lighthouse. Trim excess

string.
Retrieve the 8.5” piece of white string. Locate in the
white section the dotted line about an inch above
where you just placed the red string. Run a thin line
of glue along this dotted line and apply the white
string here.
Cut 4 short sting segments (about 1.5” long each)
and glue them on the dotted lines between the
portal windows, directly above the string you just
placed.
Set the piece aside to dry.
 Step 8
Retrieve the 22” length of prepared black string.
Cut out the Base Wall Piece C and Base Wall Piece
D from pages 9 and 10, taking care to not remove
the appendages which will soon form railing posts.

Glue Tab N behind Section N and Tab O behind
Section O to form a sort of spiky looking crown.
Once again, bend each Section E over Section D
however this time fold white sides to white sides to
form the rail post. Section F will lay flat against the
inside of the crown. Don’t glue yet!
Once these preliminary folds are completed, place
the center of the black string inside one Section D &
E “elbow,” near the shared fold, to form the top
“bar” of the railing. Glue each Section D over each
Section E, holding the string in place. Glue Section F
to the inside of the “crown.” Work from the center
around both clockwise and counter-clockwise until
you have a proper looking “bar” made from the
string. The posts should be straight up and down
when the piece sits flat on your work surface.
Repeatedly check for proper alignment from several
angles as you work.
Tuck the beginning and end of the string together
between the final railing. Trim the string. Set this
piece aside.
 Step 9
Cut out the Base Wall Piece A and Base Wall Piece
B from page 7. Gently curl them, then glue Tab M
behind Section M. Do not glue Tab L yet! Set this
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piece aside.
Cut out the Base Floor Piece from page 6. Score the
dotted line. Use an X-Acto® knife to open Slots G, H,
I, J and the numerous small slots around the
circumference of the piece.
Retrieve the Base Wall C&D Piece and gently work
the Base Floor Piece to fit inside the larger circle
opening of the crown. (This represents the base
floor people stand on as they walk outside the
tower.) Glue or tape the small unnamed tabs
downward to the inside of the “crown” along
Section Q, which forms the top rim. It will sit
parallel to your workspace and exactly on the edge
of the wall piece. Continue to work as the glue dries
until you have formed a nice crisp edge.

Tower Piece by tucking Tab G into Slot G, Tab
H into Slot H, Tab I into Slot I and Tab J into
Slot J. Glue or tape these Tabs to the inside
bottom of the Floor Piece. Trim any excess
black string. If desired, touch up any unsightly
white areas with a black Sharpie marker.
 Step 10
Add your initials and the date to the Tag Piece
from page 9. Glue this to the inside of the
model’s tower, or a location of your choice.
Display your model in a prominent location!

Retrieve the Base Wall A&B Piece and add it to the
bottom of the Base Wall C&D/Floor Piece by
tucking Tabs C along the inside of Section C and
taping or gluing securely. Glue Tab L behind Section
L.
Retrieve the 15” piece of black string from Step 1.
Run a thin thread of glue along the seam between
the Base Wall A/B Piece and Base Floor C/D Piece.
Apply the string here.
Set this entire piece aside.
 Step 10
Retrieve the Tower Piece, Lantern Room/Railing/
etc. Piece and Lower Disk/Railing Piece. Trim
excess string now that pieces are dry.
Slide Tabs K on the Tower Piece into Slots K on the
Lower Disk/Railing Piece. Glue or tape the Tabs
absolutely flat.
Glue the Lantern Room/Railing/etc. Piece to the
Tower/etc. Piece by matching the two disks
together. The window in the white watch room
should sit over the seam in the tower. Take care to
apply glue to the edges and line up exactly. Pinch
the two disks together for a crisp edge.

I received magnificent help for this project from
my editor, Shirley Splittstoesser and
photographer, Allan W. Blunt.

Retrieve the Base Wall/Floor Piece and attach the
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Tab A

 Tower Piece
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Base Floor Piece
Should this piece be black?


Slot G

Slot J

Slot H→

Slot I


 Upper Disk Piece


B2
Slots
B1

B3→
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 Base Wall Piece A

 Base Wall Piece B

Tab L

Tab M
Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Tab C

Section M→

Section L→
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T

Tab U

 Section U→

T

S

S

S
F→

S

Lantern Room Piece

 Roof Piece

D→

E→





D→

E→

F→

Slots C→

D→

E→

F→

Lantern Room
Floor top 
D→

Slots S→


Tab B1

Tab V

Service Room
Wall Piece →

Tab B3

 Section V→

Tab B2

Tab C

F→

Lantern Room
Floor Bottom

Tab C
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 Section N→
D→

Tag Piece →

Greens Ledge Lighthouse, Ct
______

___/___/___





add
your
initials
here

add
the
date
here

Tab O
D→
E→ F→

Base Wall Piece C
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Section O→

Tab N

D→
E→ F→

Base Wall Piece D
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D→

E→

Lower disk


D→

E→

F→



Slots K

→

D→

E→



D→
E→
F→
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Appendix: Creating a Railing
The technique used to make a lighthouse cutout railing is similar for several of the lighthouse cutouts in this series.
This appendix demonstrates with photos the steps necessary. The kit you are working on may consist of a red, white
or black railing. The color does not matter. Also, the particular kit you are working on may consist of an octagonal,
square or circular platform but again, the shape is immaterial and as the technique remains identical.

Figure 1: Carefully cut out the Railing
Piece, noting the location of Sections
D, E, and F

Figure 2: The Railing Piece is cut out
as one part. Guidelines for folding
Sections D, E and F are clear.

Figure 4: Work glue into the string
with your thumb and forefinger to
prevent it from drooping or sagging.

Figure 5: Place string between
Sections D & E, forming the top. Glue
D over E, holding the string in place.
Glue Section F under the platform.

Figure 7: Carefully touch up guidelines and white edges with a marker.

Figure 8: The completed Railing Piece
is ready for the next construction step.

Figure 3: Bend Sec. D up, forming rail’s
inside. Bend Sec. E back, forming rail’s
outside. Sec. F folds along the bottom.

Figure 6: While glue is damp, gently
shape symmetrical railings & bar.
Glue string’s end and beginning under
a rail.
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